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about them more, the primacy of the kingdom of God, the importance of His will being

done. And of its being done in our,r own lives. And in the lives of those with whom we

deal. It is certainly something that he wants us to mediate upcn every time we pray.

And we pray with fervernd with sincerity and with zeal, that it may come to pass.

But I dog' want to glance at the prayer as a whole, and so I want to go on this morning

to look at the latter part of this prayer as well as the former. And you notice that though

these statements about the primacy about the kingdom of God and our!ather's aame being

hallowed, are the beginning of the prayer, more statements are given in the prayer to the

things of our lives than
e
given to these. These are primary, they are basic, they are

fundamental, but: without them we have nothing, God is interested in us and He wants us

to bring our personal needs to Him. The finest of wonderful prayers tia t we pray, that

are forms, if we think of their meaning they have great blessing for us, but He wants us

to get down to cases and take our own particular personal problems, and bring them to Him.

He wants to be interested in us. Not a sparrow falls to the ground, without ti His interest,

without His knowledge, and He wants us to know that He is anxious that we bring all our

problems to Him in prayer and be looking to Him for help in them. So we find that more

than half of the payer is taken up with our personal situation which is the thing that

affects us most directly, and should be (10 1/4) in our prayers.

And so he goes on "give us this day oi.r daily bread. What an ordinary everyday

sort of thing, He is interested in the smallest detail of our lives, He is interested in

the 1le things, is interested in the things that are necessary to our lives, and yet

you notice, if you're looking at the Greek, you notice, that this 11th verse is a very

difficult verse. Givei this day our daily bread, the word translated daily is (1 0 3/4)

and where else did you ever find translated dail

Well, you can answer where else do you ever find it translated any other way. Because

that it only occurs
the fact of the na tter is lii -i uu1y-tIzw -wu in the Lord's prayer and we have no
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